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Abstract
Solid, liquid, and gaseous products of life’s metabolic processes have a profound effect on the chemistry of Earth and its fluid envelopes. Earth’s mantle has been modified by the ubiquitous influence of life on recycled lithosphere, with dramatic changes resulting from subduction of redox-sensitive minerals following the rise of photosynthetic oxygen approximately 2.5 billion years ago. Throughout geological time, production and degradation of organic carbon affected minor-element, trace-element, and isotopic systems in the mantle. Carbon in the mantle decreased as carbonate sediments sequestered CO2, but nitrogen concentrations were augmented by subduction of biologically derived ammonium structurally bound in diagenetic minerals. The biologically modulated mantle vents its biosignatures through island arc and oceanic volcanoes, with fractionated sulfur isotopes providing a durable record. Deeply subducted CO2-rich domains are the source of carbonatite melts, as well as eclogitic diamonds with low $^{13}$C/$^{12}$C ratios and remnant biologically derived nitrogen. The mantle preserves a concentrated biological record throughout Earth history, thus giving expectation of finding a Hadean record of life.
INTRODUCTION

Abundant photosynthetic life appears to have colonized Earth by \( \sim 3.8 \) billion years ago (Gya). Highly metamorphosed black shales and banded iron formations with seawater-like signatures and remnants of ancient life are documented in the oldest known sequences of supercrustal rocks (Mojsis et al. 1996, Nutman et al. 1997, Rosing 1999, Rosing & Frei 2004, Dauphas et al. 2007, Friend et al. 2008, Nutman et al. 2009, Papineau et al. 2010, Pons et al. 2011). Graphitic carbon (C) in these units is depleted in \( ^{13}C \) relative to \( ^{12}C \) (expressed as negative \( \delta^{13}C \)); these isotopic ratios are similar to those of known products of biological carbon fixation by photosynthesis (e.g., Thomazo et al. 2009). However, the terrestrial geologic record before \( \sim 3.8 \) Gya is meager, consisting of ancient zircon crystals eroded from their parent rocks and then deposited in younger sediments (e.g., Harrison 2009), highly metamorphosed mid-crustal igneous rocks (e.g., Bowring & Williams 1999), remelted components of ancient rocks preserved in younger igneous rocks (fizuka et al. 2009, Upadhyay et al. 2009), and similar chemical signatures possibly derived from protocrust of Hadean age in younger volcanosedimentary rocks (Tessalina et al. 2010).

Given this dearth of data, we address two parallel issues that expand on a short discussion presented by Sleep (2010). First, the effects of photosynthesis on extant crystalline rocks are profound; one cannot blindly extrapolate current conditions back into prebiotic time. Second, in spite of this, Earth’s mantle and crystalline basement may sequester an unexploited Hadean paleontological record of last resort. As an example of pervasive biological effects, photosynthesis harvests solar energy into geochemical cycles by oxidizing Earth’s fluid envelopes and the crustal rocks of the continents and ocean floor with which these fluids interact (Lecuyer & Ricard 1999, Rosing et al. 2006). Biological processes, especially those within oxidized environments, which arose from photosynthesis at the Archean-Proterozoic transition, contribute directly or indirectly to the occurrence of most of the 4,300–4,400 known mineral species (Hazen et al. 2008, Papineau 2010). Many of the organisms that use minerals as substrates utilize oxidants from photosynthesis (see table 1 of Shock 2009). Still, some modern life persists independently of photosynthetic life (e.g., Nealson et al. 2005) deep in crustal rocks, at hydrothermal vents near the surface and at the bottoms of ocean basins, and in sediments. Nevertheless, products of photosynthesis are ubiquitous in the environments of all modern terrestrial organisms.

The study of Hadean prebiotic environments is analogous to attempts by archaeologists and ecologists to infer prehuman conditions in North America. The question of whether the vast extent of tall grass prairie in the central United States was made by humans arose soon after the Native Americans were evicted (Harvey 1908a,b). Other human-made environments in putative wilderness regions are still being recognized. The “typical” meandering stream in the eastern United States occupies an abandoned millpond (Walter & Merritts 2008). Oak-hickory and beech-maple forests in the same region were products of conscious forest management by the Native Americans (Abrams & Nowacki 2008). Broad-leaf trees became much more abundant and spruce became uncommon once early Americans exterminated the Pleistocene megafauna (Gill et al. 2009). Nevele et al. (2011) discussed global changes in atmospheric composition and climate associated with reforestation following European conquest of the Americas.

Similarly, in this review, we first illustrate the pervasive nature of biological effects on large geochemical reservoirs by considering the oxidation of Earth’s crust. We then evaluate evidence for Archean and later biological influence on the mantle. Finally, we identify geological environments in modern Earth that owe their existences to biochemical processes, and we identify ideal candidate environments that might preserve a Hadean record of both prebiological chemical signatures and the emergence of biologically mediated geochemical processes.
OXIDATION OF THE CRUST

The oxidation of Earth’s crust is an example of the measurable effect that waste products of biological activity have on crystalline rocks in the crust. This discussion serves to introduce widespread geochemical processes that, through subduction of surface material (discussed in the next section), have likely affected the mantle. Beginning with mass-balance constraints, we note that Earth’s crust is strongly oxidized relative to possible mantle source rocks. Bookkeeping requires attention to carbon, sulfur, and iron, which have multiple accessible oxidation states and sufficient abundances in Earth’s crust to act as crustal reservoirs for available oxygen. The oxidation states of these elements in mantle-derived igneous rocks, the ultimate sources of the crust, provide a convenient frame of reference. Volcanic carbon is dominantly in the form of CO₂, and volcanic sulfur is sulfide (SO₂ gas and elemental brimstone sulfur form at shallow levels; Witter et al. 2005). Iron is dominantly Fe(II) in all mantle phases.

Below, we review the global mass balance of these crustal, redox-sensitive major elements. In addition, trace-element ratios in rocks retain durable information about surface redox conditions that later alteration—for example, oxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III)—may obscure in the major elements. We discuss uranium/thorium (U/Th) crustal ratios and lead (Pb) isotopes as durable examples to introduce the application of trace-element methods to the evaluation of the effects of life’s metabolic processes on the chemistry of the mantle.

Global Mass Balance of Crustal Oxidants and Reductants

Iron and sulfur in lavas are immobile at seafloor pressures, so their concentrations can be measured (e.g., Krauskopf & Bird 1995). Basalt, komatiite, and serpentinite are approximately 10% FeO by mass. Andesite from arc volcanoes has ~7% FeO. In contrast, sulfide is typically present in minor amounts: There is approximately 0.1% sulfur in basalt. Manganese is the next most abundant element in terms of mol equivalent O₂ with multiple available oxidation states; its concentration (0.18% MnO in basalt; e.g., Krauskopf & Bird 1995) has slight effects on the global oxygen budget that we ignore.

Earth’s atmosphere is an obvious but a modest reservoir of available oxygen (38 × 10¹⁸ mol); marine sulfate (80 × 10¹⁸ mol equivalent O₂) and sedimentary sulfate (280 × 10¹⁸ mol equivalent O₂) are well constrained (Holser et al. 1988). The principal reservoir for Fe(III) consists of crystalline metamorphic and igneous rocks in the continental crust. However, a primary uncertainty in evaluating mass-balance constraints for Fe(III) is the equivalent thickness of oxidized crust. We assume that the crust is well mixed by tectonics over geological time, so the thickness is crudely the crustal thickness, 30 to 40 km. This reasoning yields a reservoir of 2,000 × 10¹⁸ mol equivalent O₂ (Lecuyer & Ricard 1999). Sedimentary Fe₂O₃-bearing rocks, including banded iron formations, are much smaller reservoirs of excess oxygen (Holser et al. 1988).

The available oxygen reservoirs are products of photosynthesis that initially left complimentary reservoirs of reduced carbon. The familiar form of oxygenic photosynthesis produces O₂. Fe(III) and sulfate are produced indirectly by the oxidation of Fe(II), and sulfide by O₂. Anoxygenic photosynthesis directly produces Fe(III) from Fe(II) and sulfate from sulfide. Thus, significant buried organic carbon, sulfate, and Fe(III) could have accumulated on the early Earth before oxygenic photosynthesis evolved.

Notably, the equivalent sum of the available oxygen reservoirs (2,400 × 10¹⁸ mol) is twice the “visible” complimentary reduced reservoir of carbon, which consists of buried carbon from photosynthesis (1,200 × 10¹⁸ mol; Holser et al. 1988). One must thus postulate a “hidden” reduced reservoir. Subduction of organic-rich black shales in excess of subducted oxidants is one possibility.
Catling et al. (2001) suggest that the hydrogen in methane from photosynthesis escaped to space. Water is the ultimate source of the hydrogen, so the net effect is to reduce Earth’s water inventory and to augment the oxygen in the crust. The mechanism occurred only before there was free O₂ in the air and did not require oxygenic photosynthesis.

**Trace-Element Ratios: Uranium-Thorium Fractionation**

Oxidation of Earth’s crust repartitions redox-sensitive trace elements. The system of uranium (U), thorium (Th), and lead (Pb) isotopes conveniently provides age as well as redox information. Uranium occurs as U(IV) and thorium as Th(IV) in mantle-derived igneous rocks. These oxidation states are insoluble in water, so U/Th changes little during weathering, crustal metamorphism, and hydrothermal alteration in anoxic conditions. Uranium becomes the soluble species U(VI) under oxic conditions, whereas thorium remains Th(IV). Lead isotopes provide a durable record of this fractionation and hence oxic environments: $^{238}$U, $^{235}$U, and $^{232}$Th decay to $^{206}$Pb, $^{207}$Pb, and $^{208}$Pb with half-lives of 4.51, 0.704, and 14.05 billion years (Ga), respectively. A rock can become enriched in $^{207}$Pb relative to the other lead isotopes only early in the history of Earth.

Rosing & Frei (2004) detected this $^{207}$Pb enrichment in ancient ~3.7-Ga-old metamorphosed sediments in West Greenland. The straightforward explanation is that dioxygen-producing photosynthetic organisms had evolved by then. O₂ reacted with U(IV) in weathered rocks, producing soluble U(VI) that was transported into a marine organic-carbon-rich mudstone environment, where U(VI) was reduced to immobile U(IV). Thorium in the weathered rocks did not become soluble. The observed significant excess of $^{207}$Pb relative to $^{208}$Pb indicates that the U(VI) mobilization occurred early in Earth’s history, when significant $^{235}$U persisted. This hypothesis, however, does not imply that there was significant oxygen in the air. Oxygen, like methane in a modern swamp, is weakly soluble and can build up quickly to saturation in poorly aerated water, and it dissipates through reactions with the ambient rock.

It is conceivable that U(VI) formed indirectly when ferric iron or sulfate oxidized U(IV). Ferric iron and sulfate were likely available as products of photosynthesis and of purely abiotic processes. Regarding abiotic processes, the oxidation of U(IV) to U(VI) is allowed thermodynamically in weakly oxidizing conditions where no dioxygen is present (figure 7 of Harrison 2009). The reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II) abiotically oxidizes U(IV) to U(VI) (D.R. Lovley, personal communication, 2011). Thus, the environmental geochemistry of uranium is a model-dependent durable biosignature on the very early Earth. As a measure of current ignorance, poorly characterized uranium-bearing cellular compounds (Cvetkovic et al. 2010) and arsenite-based photosynthesis (Kulp et al. 2008) have recently been discovered.

Plutonium is another potential early Earth biosignature, as significant plutonium still existed on the Hadean Earth. Weakly oxidized environments associated with biological processes conceivably fractionated uranium relative to plutonium. It is warranted to examine Hadean zircons for evidence of this process. Turner et al. (2007) found no evidence of significant fractionation. Harrison (2009) interpreted zircon data to imply that fractionation did occur.

**MANTLE RECORD OF POST-HADEAN ENVIRONMENTS**

The mantle and ancient mantle-derived igneous rocks within the continental crust conceivably retain Hadean biological information. An example would be biologically mediated chemical signatures, such as those described above, preserved within zircon crystals eroded from Hadean crystalline basement rocks and deposited in younger sediments. To demonstrate the feasibility of Hadean mantle paleontology, we review numerous published studies describing examples in
which the mantle preserves biological information from Archean and younger times. Subducted heterogeneous domains sequester a paleontological record revealed in isotopic and trace-element variations in subsequent mantle-derived igneous rocks. Furthermore, the effects of biology on the mantle are pervasive enough to modify the gross concentration of biologically important elements—including carbon, nitrogen, and possibly phosphorus (which we do not consider)—over geological time.

We provide an overview of plate processes and mass balances of relevant elements. Then we begin our discussion about global mantle processes with carbon, as it provides an easily studied durable mantle record of surface processes and is the clearest example of the effects of biology on mantle geochemistry. Photosynthesis has strong effects on the redox state and sulfur concentration of arc volcanics, highlighting a mantle composition in which subduction of the surface reservoirs (discussed in the previous section) is obvious.

**Global Plate Processes**

Plate tectonics caused the mantle to become heterogeneous over geological time. It has repeatedly destroyed and exhumed heterogeneities. We begin discussion of the mantle cycle with ridge axes, where upwelling material partially melts (Figure 1) and magma ascends to form the basaltic oceanic crust. The melts pond and mix in the axial magma chamber, especially at full spreading rates of >60 mm year\(^{-1}\). Mixing obscures the chemical and isotopic nature of the individual melted domains. Hydrothermal circulation exchanges material between the ocean and the oceanic

---

**Figure 1**

Schematic diagram of ridge axis. Material partially melts as it ascends. Path A melts extensively, freezing to depleted residuum just beneath the crust. Path B just reaches the depth of partial melting. The basaltic oceanic crust is the pooled product of these melts. It is underlain by the olivine-rich residue from the melting and unmelted mantle. The permeable uppermost \(\sim 0.5\) km of the oceanic crust reacted with CO\(_2\) in warm (tens of degrees Celsius) seawater to form carbonates while the crust was less than \(\sim 1\) million years old. Sediments, including organic-carbon-rich layers, cover the basalt. The basaltic crust is currently \(\sim 6\) km thick, and the depleted residual layer is \(\sim 50\) km thick. There was more melting on the early Earth, as the mantle was hotter. The crust could have been 25 km thick and the residual layer, 100 km thick.
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Schematic diagram of subduction zone. The slab carries the oceanic crust and its underlying lithospheric mantle into the deep interior. The uppermost basaltic crust is carbonatized and hydrated near the ridge axis by reactions with seawater-derived hydrothermal fluids, producing secondary carbonate and hydrous minerals. Hydrous and carbonate minerals are also present in the sediments. Ammonium is present in organic-carbon-rich sediments. During subduction, the hot overlying mantle heats the sediments and basaltic material; this causes hydrous minerals to become unstable, liberating water. The water lowers the melting point in the mantle, and hydrous magma ascends to the surface at the island arc. Some nitrogen and CO$_2$ escape from the slab in this process. Subducted material rarely melts on the modern Earth but did melt more frequently on the ancient Earth, when the mantle was hotter. Earth did not become habitable until its interior was cool enough that CO$_2$ remained in carbonatized basalt. The subducted material types retain their chemical identities and are distinct domains for subsequent melting.

This process, over geological time, has buffered the composition of the ocean. Analysis of rare-earth elements and yttrium (Y) in metamorphosed banded iron formations precipitated from seawater indicates that this process has maintained seawater at its modern pH of ~8 since at least 3.85 Gya (Friend et al. 2008). Prebiotic and Archean seawater differed from modern seawater in that O$_2$ was not present and there was much less dissolved sulfate.

Sediments accumulate on the exposed crust as it moves away from the ridge. Weathering of landmasses is the source of marine sediment deposits, including the oxidized and reduced products of terrestrial photosynthesis. Subduction then entrains vast quantities of marine surface material into the mantle, including oxidized and organic products of terrestrial and marine photosynthesis (Figure 2). The stratified domains of the oceanic lithosphere—basaltic crust, depleted mantle residuum, and unmelted mantle—retain much of their chemical identity during subduction. Subducted sediments and the uppermost oceanic crust dehydrate as they encounter hot mantle. The
hydrous fluid formed by this process ascends into the hot mantle wedge, where its presence lowers the melting temperature of the mantle, forming arc magmas. Biologically modified materials carried by the oceanic crust may alternatively be directly accreted to arcs and continents, be trapped within the mantle wedge, or continue down into the deep mantle with the subducting slab. The latter fate leaves a long-lasting signature that can be observed when mantle flow returns the material as mantle xenoliths, components in igneous rocks, and rocks exhumed by tectonic processes.

Subduction has a direct control on the concentration of water in the mantle. Any subducted water must pass through the dehydration and melting zones. Melting in the mantle wedge continues until water is depleted to the concentration at which it no longer affects melting. Over geological time, most of the mantle, at some point, has cycled downward through the melting zones of island arcs and then continued down with the slab. The bulk mantle thus holds a critical concentration of water to affect melting beneath the arc. Arc volcanism returns the remaining water to surface reservoirs, including the ocean. Some carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur along with numerous trace elements also enter the hydrous fluid from the slab and become components of arc magmas. Albarède (2009) reviewed evidence for water in Earth’s mantle on the basis of similar water/cerium ratios in mantle-derived mid-ocean ridge basalts and ocean island basalts. His estimate of water in the mantle, 150–350 parts per million (ppm), is compatible with the concept that water is at the minor-major element threshold. This concentration is equivalent to 0.45–1.07 ocean masses, extrapolated to the whole mantle. Albarède (2009) gave the caveat that hydrous phases and water in nominally anhydrous minerals are stable throughout much of the mantle, so that a massive “hidden” mantle water reservoir is possible provided it does not circulate through volcanic source regions.

**Global Mantle Carbon Cycle**

The sequestration of CO$_2$ into rocks during the Hadean was a necessary condition for the surface of Earth to become habitable (Sleep et al. 2011). There is considerable potential for a durable prebiotic record, as three-quarters of Earth’s CO$_2$ needed to subduct before its surface was habitable even by thermophilic organisms (Sleep et al. 2001, Zahnle et al. 2007). One would expect little carbon isotopic fractionation under these abiotic conditions.

In the context of plate tectonics (Sleep 2009), the ridge is both a source and a sink of CO$_2$. Carbon dioxide is essentially insoluble in crystallizing basaltic magmas at the low pressures of the oceanic crust. Hot (∼350°C) black smoker vents carry magmatic CO$_2$ into the ocean. Off-axis (until a crustal age of ∼1 million years), warm (tens of degrees Celsius) hydrothermal circulation carries CO$_2$-bearing seawater into the permeable uppermost ∼0.5 km of the basaltic crust. Here, CO$_2$ is sequestered into carbonate minerals by reaction with the basaltic crust and is thus quantitatively depleted from hydrothermal vent water. The hydrothermal flux of CO$_2$ from the ocean to the basalt is thus proportional to the total CO$_2$ concentration in the ocean, and the net effect buffers CO$_2$ concentrations in the ocean and atmosphere. Nakamura & Kato (2004) and Shibuya et al. (2007) studied ∼3.46-Ga-old carbonatized oceanic crust from Australia, showing the minimum antiquity of the process. There is some evidence of carbonatized oceanic crust in highly metamorphosed ∼3.8-Ga-old exposures in Greenland (Friðleifsson et al. 2008).

Subduction of carbonatized oceanic crust and sediments creates domains that are highly enriched in carbon relative to average mantle. We can obtain a factor-of-a-few estimate of relative enrichment by assuming that the degassing of CO$_2$ at the ridge axis balances the sequestration of CO$_2$ in carbonates of altered oceanic crust. The degassed CO$_2$ comes from the melted region beneath the ridge axis, which has a modern thickness of ∼50 km (Figure 1; see also Plank & Langmuir 1992). The carbonatized oceanic crust is ∼0.5 km thick, giving a relative CO$_2$
concentration ~100 times that of the bulk mantle. Subducted sediments also host reduced carbon-
rich domains resulting from primary production of photosynthetic organisms. Both types of sub-
ducted domains—carbonatized oceanic crust and carbon-rich sediments—melt to form CO2-rich
magmas, which recognizably return to the surface within magmas at modern island arcs and else-
where within kimberlites (diamond pipes) and carbonatites. Observations by Walter et al. (2011)
confirm the reality of subduction of shallow oceanic crust and organic-rich sediments into the
lower mantle and hence the mantle-wide convection that we assume in our mass balances. They
described mineral inclusions in diamonds with isotopic and chemical composition appropriate
for subducted oceanic crust and sediments. The inclusions crystallized at lower mantle pressures
before the mantle source region partially melted at shallower depths to form kimberlite.

In modern arc environments, carbon isotopes and 3He, which is present in significant amounts
only in the mantle wedge, can be used to determine the relative fraction of volcanic CO2 that is
mantle-derived or that comes from subducted sediments and organic material (Sano & Williams
1996). However, only carbon isotopes leave a durable record in older lavas, as rocks do not retain
He during metamorphism. Song et al. (2009) recognized the presence of reduced organic carbon
exhumed by tectonics from the melting zone of an island arc using 13C and the presence of CH4
in exposed mantle rock. They noted that the partition of trace elements into a melt from mantle
that has been metasomatized by reduced fluids from subducted sediments should differ from that
in mantle that was metasomatized by an oxidized, CO2-rich fluid derived from carbonatized crust.
Thus, there are potentially trace-element markers of the subduction of organic carbon in ancient
arc-related igneous rocks. Foley (2011) discussed the redox states of subducted domains and the
effects of redox reactions on mantle melting. He suggested that examination of mantle-derived
lavas would further quantify the variations in subducted material over geological time.

With time, biology has strongly affected the partitioning of carbon between surface and man-
tle reservoirs, as extensive sedimentary carbonate deposits on stable continental platforms are
a product of photosynthesis and do not subduct. These types of carbonate rocks appeared relatively
late in Earth’s history. The Steep Rock sequence in Ontario, at 2.78 Ga old, is probably the oldest
known example (Stone 2010). Limestone deposition in shallow platform environments requires at
least locally oxic water with low Fe(II) concentration, as Fe(II) kinetically inhibits calcite forma-
tion (Sumner & Grotzinger 1996, Kamber 2010). Nisbet et al. (2007) interpreted carbon isotopic
evidence of oxygenic photosynthesis at the geological time of the Steep Rock stromatolites in
Ontario, Canada.

Once CO2 is sequestered in platform carbonates, chemical weathering can mobilize Ca2+ with
2HCO3−. However, the calcium carbonate simply precipitates elsewhere in the crust, and the
net effect is only the relocation of the limestone deposit from one place to another. Platform
carbonates therefore act as a bucket trap for CO2, in which the globally available divalent cations
and sedimentary platform environments delimit a specific amount of carbonates. The mantle
receives the remaining available CO2 in the form of subducted carbonatized oceanic crust.

Mass-balance relationships indicate that platform carbonates have a significant global effect on
mantle composition. Estimates of sedimentary carbon are 7,100 × 1018 mol (Holser et al. 1988)
to 7,750 × 1018 mol (Hirschmann & Dasgupta 2009), equivalent to ~62–68 bars of atmospheric
CO2, respectively. Of this volume, 15–20% by mol is organic carbon, and the remaining 80–
85% is carbonate (Holser et al. 1988). Hirschmann & Dasgupta (2009) have critically reviewed
published estimates of CO2 in the mantle, giving a range of ~9,750 ± 4,200 × 1018 mol, with the
center equivalent to ~85 bars of atmospheric CO2. The continental lithosphere may represent
another carbon reservoir owing to intrusions of kimberlites at its base over geological time. This
poorly constrained reservoir contains ~5,000 × 1018 mol, equivalent to ~43 bars of atmospheric
pressure (Sleep 2009).
Platform carbonates are also a key component of the well-known climate Urey buffer. Metamorphism of SiO₂ and carbonate forms new minerals containing CaSiO₃ and MgSiO₃ and returns a continual flux of CO₂ to the ocean and air. The weathering rate of silicate rocks increases with climatic temperature and biological activity. Weathering supplies the surface system with di-valent cations that quickly enter the ocean and form platform carbonates, maintaining a buffered CO₂ atmosphere. Over geological time, platform carbonates act as a trap for Ca(II) as well as CO₂. There is approximately twice as much Ca(II) in global sedimentary rocks than could have come from any reasonable mixture of igneous source rocks (Sibley & Vogel 1976). Hydrothermal vents at ridge axes are the obvious source of the element.

The Urey buffer can dominate only if the total CO₂ concentration in seawater is low enough that the flux from carbonatization of the oceanic crust is less than the flux of CO₂ into sediments. This situation is likely at present (Caldeira 1995). Conversely, the ocean crust as a sink for CO₂ likely dominated on the early Earth (Sleep & Zahnle 2001). By this reasoning, the CO₂ concentration in the atmosphere and ocean decreased until the Urey buffer became dominant. That is, oxygenic photosynthesis, by producing an alternative CO₂ sink, acted as an indirect control on the rate at which CO₂ subducts in the mantle.

We note that pelagic microbes now precipitate large quantities of CaCO₃ on the open seafloor. This biological activity became significant only in the past ∼150 million years (Sibley & Vogel 1976) and presents a potentially major future biological effect on Earth’s mantle. Little of this carbonate has reached subduction zones thus far (Plank & Langmuir 1998). Therefore, whether these deposits will be subducted into the mantle or obducted into the accretionary wedge is unclear. As an example, the Cuban arc provides good exposure of large deposits of accreted seafloor carbonates (Saura et al. 2008).

When CO₂-rich domains are subducted, they often retain their chemical and isotopic identities, as solid-state chemical diffusion is extremely slow. They represent the first significant material to melt in ascending mantle beneath mid-ocean ridges and within mantle plumes (Dasgupta & Hirschmann 2007, Francis & Patterson 2009). Dixon et al. (2008) recognized this CO₂-rich material as a component of rejuvenated late-stage Hawaiian lavas. Variations in the fraction of CO₂-rich magma in the erupted mixture at mid-ocean ridges have produced observable heterogeneity in the ratio of CO₂ to trace elements, including niobium (Nb) (Donnelly et al. 2004, Dasgupta et al. 2009).

The oldest evidence of CO₂ subduction comes from alkaline magmas intruded in India at ∼1.48 Gya (Upadhyay et al. 2009). Analysis of whole-rock ⁴²Nd/⁴⁴Nd shows the signature of a ∼4.2-Ga-old mantle reservoir in the magma source region, which we associate with formation and subduction of carbonate-altered seafloor. The material circulated through the mantle, melted, and intruded the Indian lithosphere at ∼3.6 Gya, according to ²⁰⁷Pb/²⁰⁴Pb measurements and the craton age. It remelted and ascended to the surface at ∼1.48 Gya. There is no reported carbon isotope data on these rocks that would support whether photosynthesis occurred at the time of subduction, but these observations suggest that there is some hope of finding more rocks with Hadean subduction source ages. Several Archean carbonatites and kimberlites have been discovered (Rukhlov & Bell 2010), the oldest of which is the ∼3.0-Ga-old Tupertalik complex in Greenland (Bizzarro et al. 2002).

Kimberlites that have erupted through the continental lithosphere provide information on subducted domains, although these magmas interacted extensively with the mantle lithosphere during their ascents from their source regions and underwent assimilation and fractional crystallization (Francis & Patterson 2009). Later thermal events remobilized the material that had intruded into the deep lithosphere (Tappe et al. 2008). The net effect of melting and freezing is the movement of CO₂-rich material from basalt-hosted domains in subducted oceanic crust to
peridotite-hosted domains in the mantle. Elements including carbon that are strongly concentrated in subducted uppermost oceanic crust, oceanic sediments, and kimberlites relative to bulk mantle, however, are not significantly diluted by these processes and retain their isotopic compositions. Thus, kimberlites have great potential for hosting some geochemical signatures of early life.

Effects of photosynthesis are evident in post-Hadean kimberlites and their diamonds (Figure 3). The occurrence of negative δ13C in diamonds ultimately derived from subducted organic carbon is well known (Nisbet et al. 1994, Spetsius et al. 2009, Walter et al. 2011). Zartman & Richardson (2005) studied U/Th fractionation in kimberlites. As discussed above, oxidized environments mobilized uranium and not thorium (Rosing & Frei 2004). The inferred ratio of U/Th in the mantle source region of a kimberlite that erupted at ~2.7 Gya had bulk Earth
value, indicating little selective surface mobilization of uranium at an early time of subduction. The U/Th ratio in younger kimberlites at present is twice the bulk Earth value, indicating increased uranium surface mobility at later subduction times.

Thallium isotope anomalies are a related example linked to redox conditions in the deep ocean, which went from anoxic to suboxic at \( \sim 1.85 \) Gya (Slack et al. 2007, 2009; Slack & Cannon 2009). Thallium has two stable isotopes, \(^{203}\text{Tl}\) and \(^{205}\text{Tl}\). Circulating oxic cool seawater leaches thallium from shallow oceanic crust, preferentially mobilizing \(^{203}\text{Tl}\). Manganese nodules accumulate this thallium on the seafloor, thereby sequestering \(^{205}\text{Tl}\)-rich material with Mn (Nielsen et al. 2006a). Nielsen et al. (2006b) detected the expected coupled variations of \(^{205}\text{Tl}/^{203}\text{Tl}\) with Mn in recent Hawaiian basalts.

**Nitrogen and Ammonium**

We review recent work on the mantle cycle of nitrogen that does not yet utilize Hadean samples. Nitrogen has two stable isotopes, \(^{14}\text{N}\) and \(^{15}\text{N}\), that aid in tracing its biogeochemical cycles (Figure 4). By convention, the reference for \(\delta^{15}\text{N}\) is the present-day atmosphere.

Nitrogen, like carbon, is a biological element and prone to biologically mediated subduction in organic-rich sediments and altered crystalline rocks. The nitrogen in complex organic compounds decays to the ammonium ion (NH\(_4^+\)) in black shale. NH\(_4^+\) substitutes for slightly smaller K\(^+\) in silicates in a process that occurs efficiently. For example, NH\(_4^+\) in clays is an exchangeable ion in agricultural soils (e.g., Liu et al. 2008) and low-temperature hydrothermal deposits (Sucha et al. 2007). NH\(_4^+\)-rich metamorphosed organic-rich sediments occur at the \(\sim 3.8\)-Ga-old Isua locality in Greenland (Papineau et al. 2005), indicating a minimum antiquity of the process. NH\(_4^+\)-bearing muscovite and potassium feldspar are stable in high-grade metamorphic rocks, such as in Greenland (Boyd 2001, Papineau et al. 2005) and under igneous conditions (e.g., Hall 1999). Hansma (2010) implicated muscovite as a nascent biotic venue because of its template properties, its occurrence in Hadean zircons (Hopkins et al. 2010), and its ability to sequester NH\(_4^+\) in its K\(^+\) site. We are not aware of any \(\delta^{15}\text{N}\) studies on such inclusions. NH\(_4^+\) stably enters silicates at high pressures, suggesting that the potential persistence of NH\(_4^+\)-rich domains in the mantle is likely (Watenphul et al. 2009, 2010).

Like carbon, subducted nitrogen is strongly concentrated in scattered lithologic domains and produces spatial heterogeneities during anatexis. Nitrogen behaves as a rare gas at shallow levels in basaltic magma chambers. Argon isotopes facilitate the recognition of the mantle source of N\(_2\). Argon has three stable isotopes: \(^{36}\text{Ar}\), \(^{38}\text{Ar}\), and \(^{40}\text{Ar}\). \(^{36}\text{Ar}\) and \(^{38}\text{Ar}\) are primordial rare gasses that are strongly concentrated in the atmosphere. \(^{40}\text{Ar}\) is primarily a product of \(^{40}\text{K}\) decay and has a half-life of 1.248 Ga. This isotope has degassed into the air over geological time, but a significant fraction of the global inventory remains in the mantle. The concentration of N\(_2\) in lavas correlates with \(^{40}\text{Ar}\) but not \(^{36}\text{Ar}\) or \(^{38}\text{Ar}\). This indicates that the magmatic nitrogen was associated with potassium in the mantle for a long geological time period and that the nitrogen resided as NH\(_4^+\) in K-bearing subducted silicate material (Marty & Dauphas 2003).

Nitrogen isotopic systematics of diamonds provides evidence for both Archean and later NH\(_4^+\) subduction. Nitrogen-rich diamonds (greater than \(\sim 100\) ppm) likely retain isotopic information on a subducted source that is not readily altered by ambient mantle nitrogen (Figure 4). Fractionated carbon isotopes in these diamonds support this inference. However, \(\delta^{13}\text{N}\) may have either sign in nitrogen-rich diamonds. This variation is most simply explained by the hypothesis that the sign of \(^{15}\text{N}\) fractionation in sediments from the atmosphere was negative in the Archean, when the atmosphere and ocean were anoxic, and positive after the Archean, when conditions were oxic (Marty & Dauphas 2003, 2004).
Modern marine sediments

Proterozoic and Phanerozoic cherts

Late Archean cherts (< 2.9 Gya)

Mid-Archean cherts (3.4 – 2.9 Gya)

Organic matter

Mean

Mode

Peridotitic diamonds ($n = 218$)

Eclogitic diamonds ($n = 152$)

Fibrous and coated diamonds ($n = 124$)

Metasediments ($n = 146$)

Mid-ocean ridge basalts ($n = 124$)

Diamonds in UHP metasediments ($n = 20$)

The concentration of nitrogen in the mantle is still poorly constrained. Roughly, there is as much in the mantle as in the atmosphere. Goldblatt et al. (2009) gave 1.1 bar equivalent $N_2$ as their minimum mantle reservoir, and $\sim 0.4$ bar as their preferred crustal reservoir. They note, for comparison, that the atmospheric $N_2$ per planetary mass in the Venus atmosphere is 3.4 times that of Earth. If this is the case, then Earth’s present-day $N_2$ atmosphere is a biologically modulated greenhouse gas, such as $CO_2$. It acts by increasing the total atmospheric pressure, thereby enhancing the effect of $CO_2$ (Goldblatt et al. 2009, Li et al. 2009). Nitrogen from mantle-derived rocks will build up in the atmosphere if the climate is too cold for abundant photosynthetic life, causing global warming. Warm conditions facilitate photosynthesis, $NH_4^+$ production, and $NH_4^+$ subduction. The process is sluggish compared with the carbon cycle, but a more massive $N_2$ atmosphere may explain, in part, why the Hadean and Archean Earth did not freeze over (cf. Rosing et al. 2010).
Sulfur and Arc Volcanism: Less Brimstone in the Hadean

The global sulfur cycle differs from those of carbon and nitrogen in that the crust is only a minor global reservoir compared with the mantle. Holser et al. (1988) estimated $350 \times 10^{18}$ mol for the crust and hydrosphere, with sedimentary sulfate, seawater sulfate, and sedimentary sulfide as the most important contributors. The sulfur concentration in the mantle is $\sim 350$ ppm by mass (McDonough & Sun 1995), which implies $\sim 43,750 \times 10^{18}$ mol, assuming that this concentration applies to the total mass of the mantle of $\sim 4 \times 10^{24}$ kg. Hence, surface processes cannot significantly change the bulk mantle sulfur concentration.

However, surface processes do have large effects on the sulfur budget of high-temperature hydrothermal systems at ridge axes and of arc volcanism (Canfield et al. 2006). Sulfate is a significant ion in the modern ocean and ultimately a product of photosynthesis. Anoxygenic photosynthesis produced a finite marine sulfate concentration throughout the Archean. Sleep & Bird (2008) estimated that this concentration was $\sim 10\%$ of the present marine level at the end of the Archean on the basis of global sulfur mass balances. Their reasoning involves reactions of sulfate with ferrous iron and calcium in the oceanic crust. In the Archean, sulfate that entered hot hydrothermal circulation quantitatively reacted with ferrous iron, with the net effect ignoring ion speciation:

$$\text{SO}_4^{2-} + 12\text{FeO (in silicates)} \rightarrow S^{2-} + 4\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 \text{ (magnetite).} \quad (1)$$

The dissolved sulfide further reacted with ferrous iron in silicates within the oceanic crust and in solution in seawater at the vents with the net effect:

$$\text{FeO (in silicates)} + H_2O + S^{2-} \rightarrow \text{FeS (solid)} + 2(OH)^-. \quad (2)$$

The flux of sulfur and oxygen in dissolved sulfate into the oceanic crust was proportional to the sulfate concentration in seawater. Hence, Reactions 1 and 2 acted as a buffer on this concentration. Other reactions of basalt with water also affect seawater pH, which has likely remained near its modern value of $\sim 8$ since early Archean time (Friend et al. 2008).

Approximately 2.45 Gya, seawater sulfate reached $\sim 10\%$ of its present level. The sulfate in excess of this concentration in hot hydrothermal systems reacted with calcium in the basalt to form anhydrite with the net reaction of:

$$\text{SO}_4^{2-} + \text{Ca}^{2+} \text{ (in silicates and seawater)} \rightarrow \text{CaSO}_4 \text{ (anhydrite).} \quad (3)$$

Anhydrite dissolved back into seawater once the crust cooled after moving away from the ridge axis. The flux of sulfate into oceanic crust in hydrothermal systems, and out of the crust away from the ridge axis, remained constant even as dissolved sulfate increased in seawater (Sleep & Bird 2008). Thus, the process acted as a sink with a finite flux rather than as a buffer that was controlled by seawater sulfate concentration, allowing dissolved sulfate in the ocean to increase from 10% to 100% of its present level.

The effect of low Hadean seawater sulfate concentration on the sulfide in vent fluids at ridge axes and on the sulfur in arc volcanoes was moderate (Hayes & Waldbauer 2006), so sulfide-rich regions remain reasonable prebiotic venues. At quasi-steady state, subduction returns the sulfur from oceanic crust and arc volcanoes to the mantle. The sulfur flux per area of oceanic crust does not change much with time, as the mantle concentration of sulfur does not change much. Sulfur in arc volcanics is derived partly from sulfide within the oceanic crust that formed from dissolved sulfate in seawater via Reactions 1 and 2, and hence is a product of photosynthesis. Intuitively, the concentration of sulfur in arc magmas is proportional to the quantity of subducted sulfur. The fluxes of sulfide at seafloor hydrothermal vents are derived from the sulfide dissolved from the oceanic crust and from sulfide derived from seawater sulfate that entered hydrothermal systems. At present, the two fluxes are comparable. In the early Archean, only the sulfide flux from the
oceanic crust was significant. The mass of sulfide per area of seafloor available to melt beneath island arcs was approximately half the present value. The sulfur concentration in arc magmas was thus approximately half its present value.

Despite its small fractional concentration in the crust, sulfur is a useful tracer of surface material. It has four stable isotopes: In terms of abundance, $^{32}$S is the major isotope, $^{34}$S is next, and $^{33}$S and $^{36}$S are quite rare. By convention, the standard reference ratio is a meteorite; hence the $\delta$ values for the mantle are approximately 0; $\delta^{34}$S of arc volcanics is $\sim 6\%$ (Alt 1995, Kump & Seyfried 2005). For example, a mixture of (a) 30% seawater sulfate from the slab (ultimately from photosynthesis) with $\delta^{34}$S of $\sim 20\%$ and (b) magmatic sulfur with $\delta^{34}$S of $\sim 0\%$ would yield this ratio (Sleep & Bird 2007). Deviations of arc-associated sulfide from $0\%$ represent a durable record of an active sulfur cycle involving photosynthesis, as do sulfide inclusions in arc-related Hadean zircons (see Mojzsis 2007).

Use of all four sulfur isotopes provides evidence related to atmospheric oxygen concentrations. In most processes, sulfur isotopes fractionate according to their atomic masses (e.g., Farquhar et al. 2000, 2007; Pavlov & Kasting 2002; Kaufman et al. 2007; Papineau et al. 2007). Thus, $\delta^{33}$S is $\sim 0.5 \delta^{34}$S, and $\delta^{36}$S is $\sim 2 \delta^{34}$S. Mass-independent behavior of sulfur isotopes that occurs during photolysis in the atmosphere differs from the behavior indicated by these values. The abundant isotopes absorb ultraviolet radiation high in the atmosphere and shield sulfur species from the radiation in the lower atmosphere. The appropriate wavelength for the rare isotopes penetrates into the lower atmosphere, and photolysed sulfur species return to the ground or ocean in various places.

The Archean anoxic atmosphere enhanced this process to some extent, as there was more atmospheric sulfur to photolyse. Behavior of the photolysed sulfur species in the air, in the ocean, and on the ground was more important. Sulfur becomes sulfate under even weakly oxidizing conditions ($\sim 2$ ppm in the air; Pavlov & Kasting 2002). Sulfate is highly soluble and well mixed within the much larger oceanic reservoir, recombining the material separated by photolysis. Significant mass-independent fractionation stopped at the end of the Archean ($\sim 2.45$ Gya), indicating that at least trace oxygen was present in the air after that time. [See the review by Mojzsis (2007).]

The existence of mass-independent fractionation in a rock sample is thus both a $> 2.45$-Gya time stamp and certification that the material was once at the surface (e.g., Farquhar et al. 2002). This signal is durable in that ordinary fractionation does not remove the effects of mass-independent fractionation. However, the massive sulfur reservoir in the mantle does dilute the effects of mass-independent fractionated domains.

The study of isotopic compositions of sulfide inclusions in diamonds links sulfur subduction to carbon and nitrogen subduction. Much care is needed in interpreting individual situations, however. Carbon and nitrogen bearing fluids move within the mantle. Hence, the diamond may be younger than its inclusions (Thomassot et al. 2009).

**Mantle Redox State**

Photosynthesis conceivably affected the redox state of Earth’s mantle over time. Mass-balance relationships indicate that the global effects are likely to be subtle. Only carbon with C(0) and C(IV) and iron with Fe(II) and Fe(III) have both significant concentrations and accessible multiple oxidation states in Earth’s mantle. We express reservoir sizes in mol equivalent O$_2$ to form the oxidized state from the reduced one—for example, the reaction $4$FeO + O$_2$ $\rightarrow 2$Fe$_2$O$_3$. We cite published estimates, as our arguments are not sensitive to the precise magnitude of the reservoirs. As a first-order approximation, the mantle and surface (crust plus ocean) reservoirs of H$_2$O and carbon are comparable.
The preferred mantle carbon reservoir of Hirschmann & Dasgupta (2009) contains $9,750 \times 10^{18}$ mol of total carbon and $O_2$ equivalent. Ferric iron provides $15,000 \times 10^{18}$ mol equivalent $O_2$ (Kuramoto & Matsui 1996). Water does not become $H_2$ gas in the mantle unless a fluid is present. We give its abundance as 40% of the mass of the ocean ($20,000 \times 10^{18}$ mol equivalent $O_2$) (Kuramoto & Matsui 1996), as $H_2$ escape to space is an ultimate source of available oxygen. The excess $O_2$ in Earth’s crust is only $1,200 \times 10^{18}$ mol.

Resolving any small change of the bulk oxidation state of Earth’s mantle is difficult because Fe(II) and Fe(III) reside as solid solutions in various minerals whose composition and stability are also sensitive functions of pressure and temperature. Geochemists have thus studied the partition of trace elements—including vanadium, scandium, and chromium—into magmas. Lee et al. (2005) stated that the mantle source regions of modern arc volcanoes have oxygen fugacities similar to those of mid-ocean ridge basalt, and Canil (2002) concluded that Archean source regions for arc magmas were similar to modern ones.

Still, subtle variations have been detected. Kelley & Cottrell (2009) showed that $Fe(III)/[Fe(II) + Fe(III)]$ correlates with water content and increases from ridge axes to back-arc ridges to arcs. Dauphas et al. (2009) resolved small variations in $Fe(III)/[Fe(II) + Fe(III)]$ over time and between source regions using iron-isotope ratios. Foley (2011) pointed out that redox reactions involving elemental carbon, methane, $CO_2$, and $H_2O$ affect mantle melting, especially within domains derived from subducted crust, and that the extent and compositions of these domains likely varied over geological time.

Holland (2002, 2009) and Kump & Barley (2007) outlined a hypothesis that volcanic gasses control the net oxidation states of surface environments. Atmospheric oxygen built up when the gasses became more oxidized with time. We are skeptical for two reasons. First, the model of Holland (2009) explicitly involves subducted and recycled gasses, so cause and effect relations may be mingled. The source region of arc magmas became more oxidized with time as the concentration of sulfate entering axial hydrothermal systems increased. Second, the formation of volcanic gasses occurs at shallow levels at low pressure, and thermodynamically, the volcanic gasses are mobile components with low solubility in magma. The magma continues to produce additional $SO_2$ and $H_2$, for example, as previous bubbles escape to the atmosphere. The oxygen to make $SO_2$ from sulfide comes from $Fe(III)$ in the magma; $H_2$ escape adds oxygen from $H_2O$ to the magma. The magma soon freezes, and the volcanic edifice eventually erodes and is mixed into the environment. Thus, degassing does not affect the net fluxes to surface environments over geological time.

With regard to kimberlites, carbonate-dominated domains behave differently from iron-dominated domains (Frost & McCammon 2008, Sleep 2009, Foley 2011). Solid solution in garnet stabilizes $Fe(III)$ relative to $Fe(II)$ at ~200-km depth, where kimberlites melt. Diamond is essentially a stoichiometric phase, so the fluid composition and the stability of other mineral phases do not depend on the amount of diamond present. Carbonates supply oxygen when their carbon forms graphite or diamond, so $Fe(III)/[Fe(II) + Fe(III)]$ increases in a carbonate-rich domain until solid solution stabilizes the remaining $Fe(II)$. We note that Martian magmatic source regions may be carbon dominated (Righter et al. 2008).

**Highly Reduced Mantle Minerals**

The effect of photosynthesis needs appraisal even for reduced minerals in serpentine. This rock type forms when olivine-rich rock reacts with water. The dominant minerals are serpentine [ideally $(Mg,Fe)_2Si_2O_5(OH)_4$] and brucite [ideally $(Mg,Fe)(OH)_2$]. Platinum-group native metals in serpentine are potential prebiotic catalysts. They crystallize from magmas as trace phases along with chromite (e.g., Uysal 2008, Akbulut et al. 2010). Laurite ($RuS_2$) is a trace magmatic
mineral commonly associated with chromite. Secondary platinum native metals form during the oxidation of laurite at shallow depths (Uysal et al. 2009), which ultimately involves photosynthesis. Moissanite (SiC)—along with iron-silicon metal compounds and native silicon—occurs as a rare component of mantle-derived rocks, including chromite-rich exhumed mantle and kimberlites (e.g., Trumbull et al. 2009). However, mantle SiC has strongly negative $\delta^{13}$C, indicating the possibility of subducted organic matter (Trumbull et al. 2009). Fang et al. (2009) described tungsten carbide (WC) and other strongly reduced minerals from chromite-rich mantle.

As an example of highly reduced mantle-derived material that does not require biologically reduced material to form, Lambert et al. (2010) suggested sodium silicate–rich fluid as an environment for abiotic formation of ribose. Carbonate and bicarbonate are soluble in these fluids, so there is no mass-balance carbon limitation. SiO$_2$ is also soluble and, in this hypothesis, stabilizes ribose. Both anhydrous and hydrous sodium silicate minerals exist naturally in alkaline plutonic rocks (e.g., Pekov et al. 2007). Their formation requires CO$_2$-rich and alkali-rich magma but does not involve products of photosynthesis in any apparent way. Graphite forms during cooling and later reacts to form simple hydrocarbons (Rybachikov & Kogarko 2009a,b). Thermodynamically, pyroxene crystallizing from sodium-rich magma has the Fe(III)-bearing component NaFeSi$_2$O$_6$, which stabilizes Fe(III) relative to Fe(II) in the magma. Removal of this oxygen into the solid reduces the remaining magma (Markl et al. 2010). Highly alkaline plutons thus are interesting, as they are rare potential indicators of prebiotic environments. There are several Archean examples, none of which has been analyzed for sodium silicates (Bizzarro et al. 2002, Rukhlov & Bell 2010).

In addition, extremely reducing conditions occur with the rapid formation and quenching of H$_2$-rich fluid. Fe(0)-Fe(II) acts as a buffer in sufficiently reduced iron-rich rocks. The strongest possible reductant in iron-poor hydrous environments is essentially water-saturated H$_2$ gas at the confining pressure; materials such as potassium metal that rapidly reduce water are impossible. Dekov et al. (2009) reported native aluminum at the contact of a pegmatite intruded into serpentinite. Aluminum metal is too rare to be a serious contender for an abiotic catalyst, but it does illustrate the extreme reducing power of serpentinite.

Cosmic debris included much iron-nickel metal that produced fleeting but widespread reducing conditions (Kasting 1990). Most of the cosmic material arrived within large bodies that were transiently significant on Earth’s surface (Zahnle et al. 2007, 2010) and that may have even produced a short-lived globally reducing atmosphere, as in the experiments of Miller & Urey (1959). However, Cleaves et al. (2008) and Johnson et al. (2008) showed that electrical sparks formed some amino acids at somewhat more oxidizing conditions, so such events do not seem necessary for life. The relative importance of cosmic processes was greater on the inactive surfaces of Mars and Ceres. As an example of a potential prebiotic catalyst, SiC is a strongly reduced component of meteorites (e.g., Trumbull et al. 2009). Meteorites also delivered reduced and reactive phosphorus minerals (Schwartz 2006, Pasek 2008). Lightning, including that within volcanic clouds, also produced reactive reduced phosphorus compounds (Schwartz 2006, Pasek & Block 2009). Zircon inclusion work (Harrison 2009, Hopkins et al. 2010) indicates that land environments and hence lightning targets existed in the Hadean; these findings are in line with this hypothesis.

**Marine Salinity**

Subducted material retains geochemical information on specific environments and whether life inhabited these venues. Salinity is another important chemical signature because it provides information not only on surface conditions but also on the subduction of material into the deep mantle and its return to the surface. This observation justifies the assumption of whole-mantle convection in the mass-balance relationships.
Over geological time, NaCl accumulated as halite in restricted evaporite basins. The salt dissolved and returned to the ocean when these basins were exposed near the surface to rainwater and unsaturated marine water. This process required that there were enough continents to restrict marine circulation. Hence, it is expected that much of the surface inventory of NaCl resided in the ocean in the Hadean before large continents existed and that the Hadean salinity was twice that of the modern ocean (Morse & Mackenzie 1998, Knauth 2005). It is, in principle, possible to obtain paleosalinity by studying the substitution of Cl\(^-\) for (OH)\(^-\) in hydrous minerals. Subduction zone fluids may well retain this signature.

A complicating factor is that NaCl-rich brines form by boiling in mid-ocean ridge magma-hydrothermal systems (e.g., Larson et al. 2009). Formation of NaCl-rich fluid beneath NaCl-poor subcritical fluid was pervasive as Earth cooled from its initial hot state. Earth’s steam atmosphere contained most of its water and passed within a factor of 2 through the pressure conditions of modern ridge hydrothermal systems. NaCl-rich fluids formed in late basaltic magmas at 655–770°C (Larsen et al. 1992) represent an early condensate analog. NaCl-rich brine from boiling with hydrothermal systems at ridge axes represents fluid beneath a 400–500°C atmosphere.

The signature of NaCl-saturated young narrow oceans such as the Red Sea is more easily recognized. Diamonds from the Juina region of Brazil contain abundant halite inclusions, as well as sodium carbonates and sulfates (Kaminsky et al. 2009, Wirth et al. 2009), that would indicate a basaltic source altered beneath a hypersaline basin. These diamonds also contain high-pressure minerals, indicating that the source region traversed the lower mantle (Hayman et al. 2005, Kaminsky et al. 2009, Wirth et al. 2009). Negative δ\(^{13}\)C in the Juina diamonds is compatible with subduction of organic matter (Figure 3; see also Kaminsky et al. 2009), although we note that the lower-mantle diamonds with organic carbon signatures studied by Walter et al. (2011) came from a different Juina kimberlite pipe and hence possibly a different mantle source region. The eruption ages of all of these Juina kimberlites are in the range of 92–95 million years, and the subduction age of the source region is unknown. In this regard, Harte & Richardson (2012) inferred that a mantle plume entrained material from a Mesozoic subducted slab into the source region for Juina, Brazil kimberlites. This process returned subducted material to the surface on a timescale between that of island arc volcanoes and that of general mantle circulation.

**DISCUSSION AND SYNTHESIS**

Emergent life became more abundant only after photosynthetic oxidation of sulfide and ferrous iron evolved (Sleep & Bird 2008). Direct evidence of prephotosynthetic life is meager at best, with theoretical analysis of likely metabolic strategies guiding our inquiry (Canfield et al. 2006, Sleep & Bird 2007). However, there is possibility of a durable geologic record of prephotosynthetic life through the preservation of robust geochemical features. For example, methanogens, which were likely photosynthetic precursors (Sleep & Bird 2007), fractionate nickel isotopes (Cameron et al. 2009). One would also like to characterize climatic conditions in prebiotic times and during the emergence of life—for example, to distinguish oceanic crust formed beneath a hot ~200°C massive CO\(_2\) greenhouse from that formed under a clement ~1-bar CO\(_2\) greenhouse. We do not have a good way to do this, and there is little agreement about the geologic and inferred climatic conditions of the early Earth (cf. Rosing et al. 2010, 2011; Dauphas & Kasting 2011; Goldblatt & Zahnle 2011; Reinhard & Planavsky 2011).

An indirect approach is warranted, as life has had a profound effect on surface geological processes, and even on modulated tectonics and the rise of continents (Rosing et al. 2006, Rollinson 2007). The net effect is Gaian (Lovelock 1979); that is, life has modified Earth to its net advantage.
Modification sometimes occurred globally, where the trait benefit for an individual microbe did not directly involve climate. Examples include ammonium subduction regulating atmospheric $N_2$ and climate, as well as the Urey crustal $CO_2$-climate buffer. Ancient microbial mats and modern lichens on rocks benefited directly from their albedos’ effects on their local environments, which led to global white and black Daisyworld effects (Wood et al. 2008). Global ecosystems have displaced one another several times over Earth history. Historically, Darwin [1958 (1872), chapter III] recognized that one ecosystem can displace another one, but he did not include ecosystem competition in his construct of the struggle for existence. It is not productive here to finely demarcate global ecosystem competition from Gaia.

The notable effects of photosynthetic life on Earth’s crystalline crust and mantle give some expectation that evidence of its impact on crustal rocks during the Hadean can be found. Attractive venues include $CO_2$-rich kimberlites and carbonatites that are ultimately sourced by subducted uppermost oceanic crust, Hadean arc-related sulfides, and inclusions in Hadean zircons. Carbon isotopic fractionation is a strong biosignature, as are massive, reduced carbon-rich domains. As we show in this review, petrologists have picked the low-hanging fruit of Archean and younger biosignatures in the mantle, mainly through research initially directed at topics related to inorganic processes. Directed petrological effort is certainly warranted, as in the works of Foley (2011) and Walter et al. (2011). As a bonus, recognition of biological material in the mantle provides a tracer of deep Earth processes. For example, Walter et al. (2011) show that subducted material traversed the lower mantle.

One must not blindly extrapolate biologically rich Archean conditions back into the abiotic parts of the Hadean. We thus vetted putative prebiotic environments and catalytic minerals to see whether their existence is ultimately a product of photosynthesis. Fortunately, the effects of photosynthesis are minor in some likely venues, including hydrothermal vents from serpentinitite (Amend & McCollom 2009, Lane et al. 2010, Russell et al. 2010) and weathering komatiites in the oceanic crust (Meunier et al. 2010).

There can be little doubt that the mantle preserves a rich record of life on Earth. We conclude that the well-defined post-Hadean biosignatures in the mantle give expectation of finding a Hadean record of life.
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